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The complete documentation for the Hybridised Practices Unit and my process of research can be found 
on my web blog [www.machinatorium.wordpress.com] inside the sub-category MDA1. 
As I have linked the Hybridised Unit with my Self-Negotiated Project, the whole blog can be seen as an 
entire unit or separately with a focus on just a special task.

Within the Learning Agreement for the Hybridised Practices Unit I set the task to explore, to research 
and to collect possible solutions for an interactive installation or device with the main aim to find the 
most suitable way for the realisation of my MSN1-project. And in general, I think, I have achieved 
the goal to present a solution for an interactive and connective device that can be used for the final 
installation.

Theoretical approach
The theoretical approach to the field of interaction and installation was characterized by having a closer 
look at some projects and terms mentioned by my tutors or found while reading and searching within 
the field of interaction.
 The whole process of research was not that far-reaching, but I suppose that I took a probably small, 
but  a quite focused look on some interesting projects and helpful terms that I can use for arguing and 
discussing my creative approach and process of working. As a side-effect, I discovered some examples 
for a possible placing/positioning of my final project within different contexts. And I came across some 
really nice installations, which are inspiring and hopefully helpful not only for this project.

Part of this theoretical approach was the question of how to realise my ideas practically. Within this 
process I made a breakdown between the analog – the construction of the interactive device with its 
tactility – and the digital – the screen-based navigation:

The digital counter | Part 1 - Enigma
As the digital counter is going to be a translator, a converter of the analog action, I thought about the 
transformative process itself. And the transmission, the transfer and the ideas behind this procedure 
reminded me of the field of encryption or decryption. So I decided to rebuild a enigma-like machine in 
After Effects, recreating the old machinery.
 I had the aim to find and create something true to the era. I suppose the idea of an enigma-machine 
and the transfer of this machinery to my digital counter is quite traceable. Encryption is the process of 
transforming information... and I am going to make the analog action readable on a digital device.

The digital counter | Part 2 - Flash-Application
As I know the basic framework of the Flash, I think that it is going to be the most consistent way to use 
this software for realising my project. A software like Director or probably something like Pure Data or 
Max are really interesting and I still want to have a closer look at them, but as the interactive part with 
the help of the Powermate-USB-device is not going to be that complicate, I suppose that Flash is useful 
and performing well.
 A problem of the current application is probably the fact, that the final content is missing. As a 
demonstration device, I think the application is comprehensible and working at the moment, but I 
suppose that I have to change the code and structure when adding the final content.
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The analog apparatus | Part 1 - Prototype
One of the first parts of the analog apparatus, that I found, was the PowerMate USB Multimedia 
Controller. It is a really easy-to-use device with a small, but handy interface and settings menu. As it is 
assignable, it is easy to connect different keys or functions to the rotatable movement.

The more interesting question for me was how to find an old-looking button that can be connected 
with this device. But by accident, I found most of the final parts for the apparatus at home during the 
Christmas break.
 The button was part of a really old drawing board for architects that I got from a friend a long 
time ago. After a helpful chat with a friend, a welder and metal worker, I started to deconstruct and 
reconstruct the apparatus – looking for a way to connect the USB-device with the old machinery.
I was trying to find solutions not only for the moment but that will hopefully last for a while – 
especially as the final presentation is in the middle of march. I am little bit concerned about the current 
mechanism for the manual click-sound. It is realised with the help of a piece of cable binder and I am 
not sure, if this solution is lasting long.
 Another problem, that is not solved yet, is the difference between the analog ticking sound (caused 
by the cable binder) and the digital ticker. I don’t really know if it is possible to synchronize the analog 
sound/feeling with the digital reaction. But in spite of the discrepancy with the screened counter, I am 
sure that the current tactile feeling of moving the button is comprehensible. And that is why I will leave 
it like that.

The analog apparatus | Part 2 - Interaction
One of my questions in the Learning Agreement was, if there is a reason for a viewer to interact with 
my work. And I think this quite big button is going to compel the viewer to interact with this project. It 
is going to be one of the elements, that will arouse the viewer’s curiosity. I suppose, the viewer is going 
to be interested in touching and rotating this trigger – a kind of familiar element on the one hand, but 
in this situation quite strange and unfamiliar on the other hand.

Conclusion
As the whole project is still in progress, I am of the opinion that with the assessment of this unit, I have 
basically answered the question of interaction. The possibility of choosing a topic is given with the help of 
this device and so I have achieved the goal to realise the idea of interaction instead of a merely perception.

I am really glad that I kept this old device from the drawing board at home, especially as it was a kind 
of coincidence. I think this button is quite straightforward and fitting to the look and style of the whole 
poster and its machinery. And I really appreciate the haptic surface and the size of the button. 
 I suppose, the regeneration of this apparatus is going to be a very important part for this project as it 
is an element that encourages the user to touch the button and by this to interact with my project.
 The digital transfer as a supporting and corresponding interface is for me quite successful. I enjoyed 
the process of a digital reconstruction of the enigma-like machine.

There are going to be new problems and difficulties, when the film-production has come to an end, 
concerning the interactive device and the Flash-application in particular. But as a basement and kind of 
draft framework, I think that the results of this unit are important components for the success of the 
realisation of the installation.


